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OUR Luminaries 

 

“As a painter paints pictures on a wall, the intellect goes on creating the world in the heart always” 

                                                                                         Brahmananda saraswati 

 

 

                                                                 Brahmananda Swami Siva yogi  

 

 

      
       Swami Nirmalananda Yogi                                                Yogini Matha                                                   

 

 



OUR GUIDING STARS  

 

“Teachers encourage minds to think, hands to create and hearts to love” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                   It is our immense pleasure and gratitude towards lord almighty for 

giving us an opportunity like this. Education is the most beautiful entity in the 

world. It unites every individual, communities and all around the world without 

any disparities. Teaching is a divine profession and a good teacher can mould a 

good community. Every education institution plays an important role in the 

growth of an individual. BSS B.Ed. Training College is a holy land, primarily 

focusing on the creation of efficient teachers with spirituality, mental and 

physical health, better character and all round developments. 

As a part of our monthly activities of June, we present a mini monthly report 

SMAPPY JUNE. Every activities we are involving and important days we 

observe and celebrate, provide us lot of social, cultural, moral, emotional and 

democratic values and its helps to bring and mould better personalities. By 

observing these important days, people become more aware of these serious 

issues as well as some ideas of social evils which are practicing even now. More 

than it, these celebrations make us socially responsible human beings. The 

valuable messages from each special day helps to develop universal 

brotherhood, harmony, nationalistic and idealistic feeling among teaching 

aspirants of our institution.   

Firstly we express our sincere gratitude towards our beloved principal Dr. K.S. 

Balambika madam for her enthusiastic support and guidance. We heartily 

indebted to our teachers for their proper motivation, helps, caring and supports. 

Unity and corporation is a strength and success of a programme. We express our 

sincere thanks to all our friends, parents and well-wishers for your constant 

support and encouragement.  

Thank you all.   

 

 

 



 

ACTIVITY REPORT 

 

As a part of our B.Ed curriculum, B S S B.Ed training college giving a 

wonderful opportunity to the teacher trainees to celebrate the special days of 

every month for encouraging the active involvement of students.  According to 

this we are celebrating the days having national and international importance. 

The celebration organising responsibility of each month of the academic year is 

given to the five optional streams of the college.  

Being a part of this, social science department acquired an opportunity to 

catalogue and celebrates the special days of June 2022. We conducted many 

programmes in this month with the whole participation and the support of our 

beloved teachers and classmates. We the social science team members equally 

took an effort to beautify the events and spread love and happiness… 

 

 

                                                                                      Thank you 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



International Day of Innocent Children Victims of Aggression 

4TH June 2022 

International Day of Innocent Children Victims of Aggression is 

celebrated on June 4th in online platform with the support of whole 

training students and teachers. Acknowledging the pain and suffering 

experienced by the children who are victims of emotional, physical 

and mental abuse, we observed International Day of Innocent 

Children Victims of Aggression .The main purpose of the celebration 

was to spread awareness about the need to protect our children from 

aggression and the ways to do it. The event was beautified by the 

informative activities of students not only from social science but also 

from other optional streams. Students gave awareness on the 

speciality of the day by showing their creativeness and capability 

through paintings, exhibition of posters and videos.  

The session was started with Guruvandhanam and Aiswarya M 

delivered the welcome address. Our beloved principal Dr.K.S 

Balambika ma’am inaugurated the event and addressed the gathering 

with inspiring message. On this beautiful occasion our principal 

released a beautiful video prepared by our students. Also we 

organized the programme that sharing the awareness on present 

scenario of the earth and gave measures to be taken for the issue of 

pollution through speech delivered by Revathy. C, and Sijisha C 

expressed vote of thanks.  

 

 



World Environment Day-5TH JUNE 2022 

World environment day is celebrated on June 5th in online platform with the 

support of whole training students and teachers. The main purpose of the 

celebration was to spread awareness about the need to protect the environment 

and the ways to do it. The event was beautified by the informative activities of 

students not only from social science but also from other optional streams. 

Students gave awareness on the speciality of the day by showing their 

creativeness and capability through paintings, exhibition of posters indicating 

the pathetic condition of our polluted earth, and gave advisable slogans to 

protect the environment.  

The session was started with Guruvandhanam and Akhila K delivered the 

welcome address. Our beloved principal Dr.K.S Balambika ma’am inaugurated 

the event and addressed the gathering with inspiring message. Also we 

organized the programme that sharing the awareness on present scenario of the 

earth and gave measures to be taken for the issue of pollution through speech 

delivered by Revathy. C and an English poem highlighting the importance of 

the day recited by Anju Reji and Ganga A expressed vote of thanks. The 

beautiful session ended with the slogan “ONLY ONE EARTH”… 

 

      

 

 

 



World Day against Child Labour-12th June 2022 

The world child Labour Day is observed on 12th June every year and provides 

an opportunity and urges the need to generate an environment for children to 

grow and live a dignified life and also to fight against child labour throughout 

the world. We celebrated this special occasion as an attempt to make this day 

memorable and more heart-warming. And also the event filled with 

presentations of drawings, posters conveying the message that “Act now; end 

child labour”. The auspicious occasion starts with Morning Prayer, Principal 

Dr.K.S. Balambika shared her valuable words with the students highlighting the 

importance of this day and more than it, she done an inspiring speech with the 

words having the need of loving and caring of such persons and also each other 

among us. Akhila K delivered a speech on behalf of this programme and 

Revathy expressed vote of thanks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



World Blood Donor Day- 14 June 2022 

 

Every year countries around the world celebrate World Blood Donor 

Day (WBDD). The event serves to raise awareness of the need for 

safe blood and blood products and to thank voluntary, unpaid blood 

donors for their life-saving gifts of blood. For 2022, the World Blood 

Donor Day slogan is “Donating blood is an act of solidarity. Join the 

effort and save lives”. 

We celebrated World blood donor day on 14th June 2022. The 

session was started with prayer and thereby announced the theme of 

World blood donor day 2022. After that a speech was delivered by 

Deepthi, regarding the importance of blood donor day. And with the 

help of other options, we made several posters related to blood 

donation. The session was ended by taking an oath and with the 

slogan “One bag of blood can bring back one from the dead”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



National Reading Day-19 JUNE 2022 

 

“The need of the hour is reading and indeed the celebration of reading, revives 

the good old habit of reading” 

Reading is important as it develops our thinking capacity and gives 

important life lessons. It moulds our personality and makes us a better 

person. India celebrates June 19 as national reading day in honour of   

P N Panicker, the father of library and literacy movement in Kerala. 

BSS family celebrated reading day ‘HARMONY” under the 

leadership of social science option. We celebrated this special 

occasion as an attempt to make this day memorable and more heart-

warming. And also the event filled with presentations of drawings, 

posters conveying the messages, books reading, and games. Each 

option is conducted various programmes such as experience from a 

book (English),Introducing famous personalities (commerce),Role 

play (Social science),tongue twister (Physical Science),Quiz 

(mathematics). Our beloved principal Dr. K.S Balambika madam was 

the chief guest of this day and her message beautified the event. It 

was such a   beautiful event. 

 

 

 



World Music Day – 21 June 2022 

“If I were not a physicist, I would probably be a musician. I often think in 

music. I live my day dreams in music. I see my life in terms of music”  

                                                                      Albert Einstein 

World music day is celebrated every year on June 21. The day gives 

respect to the art form of music that binds people across culture, 

region, language and religion. Music also gives a channel to various 

emotions like love, grief, loss and is cathartic in nature. 

Our institution celebrated World music day “Harmony” under the 

leadership of Social science department. The theme of the year was 

“Music on the intersections”. This event started with prayer song. Our 

respected Principal Dr.K.S.Balambika ma’am inaugurated the 

ceremony and addressed the gathering with encouraging and heart 

touching message. The day blessed with an amazing musical treat and 

a game session “Find the Line”. All teaching staff, non-teaching staff 

and teacher trainees enthusiastically participated in this event. This 

session ended with sing a beautiful song by Charles sir, Assistant 

professor in mathematics. It was a memorable experience for us.

 

 



International yoga day-21 June 2022 

 

Yoga day is celebrated among the youth and children to make them 

understand the importance of yoga in their life. It helps the students 

achieve better mental and physical health. We celebrated international 

yoga day “HARMONY” on 21 June 2022 with great enthusiasm. This 

session was started 8.30 Am with yoga asanas performed by teacher 

trainees under the guidance of Santhosh sir, physical education 

professor of our institution. This auspicious occasion inaugurated by 

our beloved principal Dr.K.S.Balambika and this session beautified 

with a talk on the topic “Yoga for Health” by Santhosh.V Assistant 

professor in physical Education, BSS B.Ed training college, Alathur. 

Our principal explained the importance of breath in meditation. She 

encouraged the students to practice yoga and meditation on a regular 

basis for a healthy body, mind and spirit. 

On behalf of this programme, our institution arranged an interaction 

section and a special talk on “Mental Harmony” by eminent 

personality THASMAI RENJITH GURUJI, founder of SMS 

meditation. This was a new and memorable experience for us the 

function ended with a vote of thanks. The programme gave a moral 

guideline to the whole audience. 

 

  



The International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking- 

26 JUNE 2022 

The International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, or 

World Drug Day, is marked on 26 June every year, to strengthen 

action and cooperation in achieving the goal of a world free of drug 

abuse. And each year, entire communities, and various organizations 

all over the world join in to observe World Drug Day to help raise 

awareness of the major problem that illicit drugs pose to society.  

2022 THEME - “Addressing drug challenges in health and 

humanitarian crises” 

Together, we can tackle the world drug problem! 

Our institution B S S B.Ed Training College co-ordinated the event on 

related to this day through online mode. The day began with the 

Morning Prayer. The program inaugurated by our cheerful principal 

Dr. K S Balambika. And the event continued by an informative 

speech by Deepthi. P K, and poem recited by Ahalya. U. The day 

celebrations curtained with delivering vote of thanks by Sijisha. 

 

 



 

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS… 

 

Celebrating each special days of a month with a lot of programmes, we had 

given a great opportunity to actively engage in our B.Ed curriculum at zenith 

level. Through organizing and conducting various activities, we the students had 

given a place for prove our abilities and skills. These celebrations 

acknowledged us about the days having national and international importance. 

It is a uniqueness of this stage for us, that we are going to be teachers of 

tomorrow and we have a great responsibility to lead a powerful generation 

having social and moral values. 

This platform gave us an enormous energy and enthusiasm. Many of us 

revealed as multi-talented. This venue acts as a place for unearthing many 

different and unique talents of students. More than that, this platform builds up 

the self-confidence level of students especially of less confident pupil.  

We had got a guidance to empower our leadership and organising skills. Well 

support and care provided by our teachers help us to freely engage with our co-

curricular activities and break the shell of our comfort zone. By ensuring the 

active participation of each and every student, our institution getting succeeds in 

development of teacher trainees. While organising the various events and 

programmes on special days in every month nurturing the multi-talents of the 

students.  

We got opportunities to celebrate the important occasions on both online and 

offline platforms. By this, we acquired the knowledge and skills about using 

information technology such as power point presentations, video creations etc. 

We are getting ample guidance to perform and express our abilities and views 

socially. The events also create a co-operative social atmosphere to the teacher 

trainees and faculty members together.  

These occasions are being foundation stones for our teaching career. These all 

are becoming building and strengthening experiences in our life…  

                                                                                                                                                                        

THANK YOU 

 

 



 

EXPERIENCE 

 

The victory of an institution is vested on the performance of every individual. 

Likewise, the victorious performance of each individual has influenced by an 

inspiring atmosphere of institution. On this academic year our BSS B.Ed 

training college has conducted programmes from June 1st to 30. On every day's 

we conducted special programmes as per schedule. On those performances, 

we tried to make every programme better. Through our programs, a good 

relationship is formed between students and teachers. Our teamwork put 

forward so many better outcomes. Our programs help students to bring up 

their inner capabilities. These all students came forward to participate in the 

programs. This love, unity, happiness and co-operation have been developing 

us to understand the importance of each special day. Good discussions have 

been progressed into a good relationship between teachers and students. Like 

these programmes, many ways have been developed to improve the 

performance of all students 

                                                                     

                                                                                    Social science 

                                                                            

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


